


This week, we are going to look at another set of adverbials.

Look at each of these examples. How could we class them?

*They tell us how something is being done.

rapidlyawkwardly

unexpectedlyfrantically

deliberatelycuriously

hurriedlyobediently

reluctantlycarefully

We can refer to 
these words as 
adverbials of 

manner.*



Let’s play charades! Split into two teams and choose one of the 
adverbials of manner spellings to act out to your team. If you 

guess the word correctly, your team will score a point. Take it in 
turns with the other team.

Remember! You are not allowed to speak, sing or make any 
noises… Good luck!



Can you identify the adverbials or manner within the grid to 
break Mr Whoops out of jail? Use a dictionary if you need to. 



delibrately curiussly unexpectedleecuriously

reluctantly rapidly deliberately rapidlee

franticly obedientley carefully hurridly

hurriedly suposse relucktantly frantically

orkwardly unexpectedly obediently awkwardly

Click the correct spelling words on the screen to lift the bars 
from the jail that Mr Whoops is held in.



Thanks, just a few more to get!
Thanks for helping me 
escape! Your spelling 

knowledge of adverbials of 
manner words really 

helped out there.



rapidly

awkwardly

unexpectedly

frantically

deliberately

curiously

hurriedly

obediently

reluctantly

carefully

Could you speed-write one of 
the words ten times in just 

30 seconds?

Start



rapidly

awkwardly

unexpectedly

frantically

deliberately

curiously

hurriedly

obediently

reluctantly

carefully

Could you find three smaller 
words in the letters from…

unexpectedly?

frantically?

reluctantly?



rapidly

awkwardly

unexpectedly

frantically

deliberately

curiously

hurriedly

obediently

reluctantly

carefully

Could you use your finger to 
write one of the words on a 

partner’s back. Can they 
guess which word you have 

chosen?

Swap over and let your 
partner do the writing.



rapidly

awkwardly

unexpectedly

frantically

deliberately

curiously

hurriedly

obediently

reluctantly

carefully

Can you count the syllables 
in each of your spelling 

words?

Which word(s) has the most 
syllables? Which word(s) has 

the least?



Work hard to learn all of these adverbials of manner. Try using 
them in your writing this week. 




